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In early 2022, our goals
for the year were clear.
Carolina Forward had been up and running for almost a year.
We faced two big, central questions: 

One - could we add tangible value to North Carolina's
center-left political leadership beyond fundraising?

Two - could we raise money for our endorsed candidate
slate as effectively as we did in 2020, with the Long Leaf
Pine Slate?

These were real questions. After all, we were still new, without a
widely-established brand. We were (and remain) a completely
grassroots, volunteer-based organization, with no institutional
backing, grants, or even paid staff. Moreover, fundraising is
tough during midterms, and everyone assumed 2022 would be a
historically difficult year.

But we tried it anyway. And with your help, we succeeded.

From our widely-read polling, to our policy research papers, to
media engagement and, of course, the Slate (to which we added
judicial candidates this year), our team answered both of those
questions with a resounding affirmative.
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We will go into more detail about our successes later in this
report. Suffice to say, we blew away all expectations for this year,
and firmly established Carolina Forward as one of the new
leaders of North Carolina's center-left. And we're just getting
started.

To be sure, we have a lot of work to do. Illiberal, right-wing
opponents of progress hold Raleigh firmly in their grasp. Much of
North Carolina politics is controlled by a modern movement of
know-nothings, nihilistic extremists, corporate cronies, and of
course, old-fashioned corrupt politicians.

But we have powerful tools they do not: truth, reason, and a
political philosophy with a moral core. In short, we know what
we're fighting for. And that is a tremendous advantage.

Your support, trust and fellowship in this fight is invaluable.
Thank you for believing in - and fighting for - a better North
Carolina with us. I believe that we will win.

Blair Reeves
Co-founder and Executive Director
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Donors: over 1,900 - a vast majority
from North Carolina 

Subscribers: 78,000 active email
subscribers and climbing each week

Web traffic: more than
doubled average web
readership over 2021

Social media: sustained audience
growth with superior organic
engagement compared to benchmarks
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In 2022, Carolina Forward showed why
our organization has become one of North Carolina's leading polling research
outlets. Carolina Forward's polling is considered a must-read resource for
policymakers and activists across the state (and in all parties), as well as for national
partners.

In 2022, Carolina Forward
commissioned 7 polls -
including the first public
polling on North Carolina's
Latino voters, head-to-head
general election matchups on
the U.S. Senate race, and the
first look at 2024 matchups for
Governor and President.

In our post-election
candidate survey, we got
confirmation that our
polling research was not
just interesting, but useful.
Three-quarters of state-
level candidates said polling
data influenced specific
decisions in their campaign,
and two-thirds of them
cited Carolina Forward's
polling - more than any
other source.
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We on the center-left must demonstrate that there is a different - and better - way.
It is not sufficient to merely react to bad ideas. Rather, it's incumbent upon us to
articulate our own positive, principled and pragmatic vision of progress.

Even good ideas require distribution: clear communication, evidentiary and
rhetorical support, and promotion. We on the left have good ideas - better ones, in
fact, than those of our opponents. But even great products do not sell themselves. It
is up to us to compete, and win, in the marketplace of ideas.

In 2023, we have our next policy paper, addressing North Carolina energy policy,
already in planning.

Building on our first two
well-received policy papers,
in 2022 we released a third.
Our Indivisible Destiny -
The Case for Democracy
and Reform for the Future
examines the need for
upgrades to our basic
democratic governance.
Many legitimate concerns
about the quality of our
democracy are widely shared
across ideological lines, and
in Our Indivisible Destiny, we
outlined how North
Carolina's lawmakers could
substantively tackle them
on the state level.

https://carolinaforward.org/indivisible-destiny/
https://carolinaforward.org/indivisible-destiny/
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Demanding accountability
when no one else will

Carolina Forward led a publicity campaign to raise
awareness among students, parents, and staff of High
Point University that Mark Martin, their incoming
law dean, was a central plotter of Donald Trump's
coup attempt. Our efforts led to national media
scrutiny and put HPU on the defensive. Learn more:
TellMarkNo.com

One night on an obscure podcast, Republican Congressional
candidate Bo Hines made a jaw-dropping gaffe that laid bare
his poor grasp of... well, anything. Carolina Forward drove the
viral video of the disastrous interview across social platforms,
drawing scrutiny (and mockery) by national media. The
incident was how many NC-13 voters "met" Hines for the first
time, and became a turning point in the race.

When we learned of MAGA superfan and NC House
candidate Brian Echevarria's obsession with
spanking, Carolina Forward drove the media story at
a critical juncture, ensuring that local voters knew
all about it. HD-73 turned out to be a decisive race.

In 2022, it was Carolina Forward that first broke
- and then amplified - the revelation that Lt.
Governor Mark Robinson, now a hardline abortion
opponent, once paid for an abortion for his partner.
We forced Mark to release a public apology video
and come clean about his hypocrisy.

http://tellmarkno.com/
https://twitter.com/ForwardCarolina/status/1559147139321806852?s=20&t=Kuo1OD6w6LwSLnOndnNrsA
https://twitter.com/ForwardCarolina/status/1506791909020340227?s=20&t=Kuo1OD6w6LwSLnOndnNrsA
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The Carolina Forward Slate endorsed a total of 9 general-election legislative
candidates: 6 in the House, and 3 in the Senate. We also endorsed a number of
judicial candidates for the NC Supreme Court and Court of Appeals.

The Arsenal (or Bank?) of Democracy

We were also joined this year by partners at Never & Now, an amazing group of
activist women in Durham who organized to defend reproductive freedom. They
raised $135,000 of our total through a series of incredible in-person events.

Campaign fundraising is not a core part of our mission, but it is a highly valuable
service to our supporters and other defenders of progress across North Carolina and
beyond. Carolina Forward itself receives zero benefit from the Slate - 100% of funds
go directly to the endorsed candidates via ActBlue.

We were initially unsure whether we could match our remarkable Slate fundraising
from 2020, but those concerns were quickly put to rest. In the final tally, we raised
over $375,000 for the Carolina Forward Slate (legislative and judicial candidates)
from several hundreds of donors. We were responsible for a double-digit share of
each of our candidates' fundraising from individuals. "The Slate" was - for the
second cycle running - the single largest outside source of direct campaign
contribution support to our legislative candidates, in or out of the state.

https://carolinaforwardaction.org/
http://neverandnow.co/
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one issue where messaging was actually moving voters' views. That issue was
abortion.

Watch the ad

Building off the lessons learned by pro-choice activists in Kansas, we sought to
build public support for reproductive freedom here in North Carolina. We
produced an issue ad, which we titled "No Heartbeat," designed to appeal not to
traditional pro-choice audiences, but instead to the big swath of persuadable
voters who were less sure of where they stood.

"No Heartbeat"
featured Carrie and
Sam, a young couple
trying for a baby. They
don't necessarily
approve of abortion -
but when faced with
terrible news, they
realize that abortion is
healthcare. It's as
simple as that.

We wrote, shot and produced "No Heartbeat" in just about four weeks, for under
$9,000. But we weren't finished yet.

Investing in persuasion

https://youtu.be/S1B2RgDRjks
https://youtu.be/S1B2RgDRjks
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We got great news: we succeeded. In our testing panel, our ad out-performed
the comparison message - a professional issue ad from a national abortion rights
organization - by a statistically significant margin:

"No Heartbeat" strongly over-performed among older, whiter and more
conservative audiences - exactly the groups we needed to persuade. We also got
actionable insight into which platforms would be most impactful to target.

With this evidence in hand, we spent very heavily targeting those receptive
demographics on digital channels in our focus districts. Over three-quarters of a
million targeted voters in those districts saw our ad, most of them more than
once. This powerful story used a highly salient issue to persuade voters when it
came time to vote.

Before investing in promotion, we wanted evidence that this ad could actually
"move the needle." So we tapped a professional audience research vendor to test our
ad against a traditional "choice" issue spot with a representative panel of North
Carolina viewers. This way, we could verify with data whether or not our ad was
persuasive, and just as importantly, with which demographics.

https://youtu.be/S1B2RgDRjks
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As we raised more
money in 2022, well
surpassing the year
before, the proportion of
our spending dedicated
to programming grew
even more. As in 2021,
polling was the single
largest item in our
budget, followed closely
by production and
promotion of "No
Heartbeat."

Lean. Focused. Skeptical. Effective.

This structure also allows us to be nimble and adaptable enough to capitalize on
new opportunities and shift direction on the basis of new information.

These are the values that guide our approach to spending our donors' money.
Carolina Forward operates 100% on grassroots contributions from our supporters -
no big grants or institutional funding. Because we raise every single dollar "the
hard way," we are parsimonious (the polite word) about how we spend it. 

We remain a completely volunteer-run organization. We have no paid staff. This is
a fundamentally different way of building an organization like ours. Many assumed
it would be more limiting than it turns out to have been. Our team of contributors
keeps growing across the state, and our range of activities continues to expand.

As we scale our fundraising, it will allow us to do more things. Our goals for 2023
are to grow both our sustaining donor program and our major donor relationships.
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This year, we also officially launched the Carolina Forward Foundation - a fully
tax-exempt 501c(3) organization that can accept tax-deductible contributions. The
Foundation has already been added to several institutionally approved donor-
advised fund lists. We plan to drive a greater share of our fundraising and spending
into and from our Foundation arm, to safeguard other resources for c4-appropriate
activities.

While Carolina Forward has no institutional backing, nor do we eschew it. We are
completely open to funding from foundations and other donor organizations, as
long as it does not threaten our independence or effectiveness. But we place the
emphasis of our development strategy on raising resources directly from donors
who entrust us with their money. This keeps us accountable - and hungry.

Carolina Forward fundamentally belongs to our supporters who have invested in
this mission. Whatever the size of your contribution, we welcome you into our
family, and thank you for your belief in a better state for us all. 
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Building a Vision of Better in 2023
In 2023, outside of the biannual campaign season, we will have the opportunity to
focus on making the public case for our values. Grounded in basic, popular ideals
about moral and legal equality, justice under the law and shared prosperity, we will
advance a vision of better public policy in North Carolina.

Speakers
We have found live events to be highly effective for drawing an
audience. In 2023, we have plans to host a range of speakers with
fresh, bold progressive ideas in both in-person and virtual events.

Issue Forums
Thought leadership on key, meat-and-potato issues is a great way of
developing intra-coalitional alignment and clarity. We will be
organizing fora to host and bring together our state's leading minds.

"Pivot to video"
Sort of. We've found that our audience responds strongly to high-
quality, informative video content. This year, we plan to invest time
and resources into building out our offerings in this area: interviews
with notable policy leaders, informational breakdowns, and more.

Leading with data
One of our core strengths is our data offerings: particularly our polling
and message testing guidance. We will continue to deliver these
insights on what North Carolina's electorate thinks, wants, and needs
to hear.





Our Team

Nicole Quick Dr. Rob Taber Chaz Beasley

Martha ShaferBlair Reeves Grayson BarnetteJordan Lopez

Justin King

Ryan Watts



Thank you



ActBlue

Help power progress
in North Carolina.

Contributions to the Carolina

Forward Foundation can be sent to:
Carolina Forward Foundation

P.O. Box 452

Carrboro, NC 27510

Or contact hello@carolinaforward.org

Contribute directly on ActBlue:

https://secure.actblue.com/donate/carolina-forward?refcode=22report&amount=25&recurring=1
https://secure.actblue.com/donate/carolina-forward?refcode=22report&amount=25&recurring=1


Carolina Forward is dedicated to
building a more just, democratic and

prosperous North Carolina for all of its
people.

CarolinaForward.org

@carolina.forward@ForwardCarolina

carolina.forwardNCForward
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